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Dear Parent/Carer, 

 

Tassomai Learning Programme 

 

In the past we have offered Tassomai, an interactive learning programme for Science, Maths and English, to our 

students. 

While we have chosen to subscribe to Educake for all students for Science and English home learning, we have 

received a number of requests from parents to offer Tassomai again and so we are offering this platform as an 

additional resource for students. 

Tassomai is now therefore available again at the rate of £13.50 only available through schools.  

 

More information about Tassomai is available from www.tassomai.com.  The following information is taken 

directly from their website: 

‘Each syllabus has been broken down into quizzable micro-facts, covering everything students need to know for 

their exams 

Tassomai’s unique algorithm adapts itself to the user, targeting their weaknesses, and tailors the quizzes 

accordingly 

Students only need to do a few minutes each day to keep up with their targets and complete the course in time 

for their exams 

Targeted repetition, done little and often, is the most effective and efficient way to implant knowledge and 

prepare for exams’ 

 

Tassomai is available via ParentPay in the usual way.  Alternatively, if you are in receipt of a Pupil Premium 

allowance and would like to use some of this to pay for Tassomai access, please could you let us know by return 

email to hill.e@stowevalley.com .  

Students who have paid for a Tassomai account should then set up an account using the code X77N835A.  They 

should use their name and official school email address when doing so.  Any accounts set up not following these 

instructions will unfortunately have to be removed. 

Once they have set up a Tassomai account, students should complete at least 10-15 minutes at least 4 times per 

week starting as soon as possible.  Please take this into consideration when making the decision to participate. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

J Eltringham 

Head of Science 
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